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Kidd makes football priority, resigns as AD

■ Baugh will assume
position until
replacement found
By Mary Ann Lawrence
Sports co-editor

In the wake of Eastern football coach Roy
Kidd's resignation as athletic director, Robert
Baugh, dean of EKU's college of health, physical education, recreation and athletics found
himself with one more title and a case of deja vu.
Baugh was appointed acting athletic director
for the second time shortly after Kidd announced
June 29 that he would not be returning to the role.
"Things just fall on the deans of colleges,"
Baugh said of his new appointment. "I would

rather lake over the posiand the football pan —
tion myself than lose the
that's my life — and, so
position altogether."
I just felt like the one to
Baugh found himself in
give up was athletic dithe same situation when
rector."
Don Combs retired from the
President Hanly
post in 1991. Kidd's deciFunderburk said he resion, however, surprised the
— Roy Kidd
spects Kidd for making a
entire EKU community.
decision that "put his
"I was surprised that Roy decided to do it player's first. It's what you would expect of a
now," Baugh said. "When I heard that he was coach with Roy's record and reputation."
stepping down, the fact that I was named acting
Kidd also cited the amount of paper work
(athletic director) was less surprising than his that crossed his desk as a factor in his decision,
decision to step down."
saying that it was something that he "just wasn't
Kidd said that his decision was based prima- enjoying."
rily on his love of football and his need to do his
Baugh will serve as acting athletic director
job to the best of his ability.
for the entirety of the 1994-95 academic year.
"I didn 't feel that I was gi ving justice to both The search for a permanent replacement for
of them," Kidd said. "I really enjoy the coaching Kidd is expected to begin in the spring.

"/ didn't feel that
I was giving
justice to both of
them."
_ „,.

Baugh is serving as a member of the NCAA
council and is confident a smooth transition can
be made with help from the athletic community.
"It will be added stress, but we've got good
people who are very cooperative," he said.
He will be relying heavily on Martha
Mull ins, associate athletic director for internal
affairs. Sieve Angclucci, assistant athletic director for external affairs, and David Park,
athletic business manager.
"It will have to be a team effort, but I have
no doubt that we can do it without a great deal
of disruption to the program," Baugh said.
Baugh believes it will be more of a "reshuffling" of responsibili tics than a dramatic change
in administration.
"As long as people understand what their
roles are and do their jobs, then I think it will
fly," he said.

Kidd previews season: AtO.

Regents finally
get to OK budget
By Selena Woody

tive Committee were given the authority to implement the new 1994-95
budget, once approved by state legisStudents will be paying a little lature June 22.
The board also approved several
more for their college education this
year. The Board of Regents approved other motions in the meeting.
a 5 percent increase in tuition at its
•The regulation concerning the
June 16 meeting.
possession of firearms, explosives and
The increase follows a tuition other deadly weapons on campus in
schedule by the Council for Higher the University Handbook for Students
Education in November. Resident was revised. The revised regulation
undergraduate tuition will increase prohibits die carrying of a concealed
by $40 to $790, non-resident under- deadly weapon on or about the pergraduate tuition will go up $120 to son. The regulation complies with
$2,370.
Kentucky statue KRS 527.020, alTuition for graduate students also lowing peace officers to carry arms if
rose by 4.6 percent. Resident gradu- so authorized by their jurisdiction.
ates will now be paying $870 and nonresident graduates will shell out $2,610
•Modifications were also made to
for each semester.
the Faculty Staff Handbook. These
The action was taken after the include such things as a rewrite of the
approval of a budget for the 1994-95 mission statement, items to approve
the staff regent recently added to the
fiscal year.
Despite the budget gridlock that board by Gov. Brcrcton Jones and
held Frankfort captive in June, the reorganization of offices.
university Board of Regents established a fiscal policy and approved
Syllabus policy adopted
several other motions.
The handbook also includes a new
The board, with yct-lo-be-swom item regarding syllabus policy. Inin members April Ramsey and Ronnie structors arc now required to announce
Mink looking on, approved an operat- a written way on the syllabus to inform
ing budget of SI77,095,640 for the students of their progress in courses at
coming year.
least once prior to Ihc midpoint of the
Ramsey and Mink will be official course.
members of the board at its next sched•The board added several class
uled quarterly meeting.
options for students in technical agriThe budget includes a 4 percent culture and business administration.
pay raise for faculty and staff, which Floriculture and florisiry, landscape
is less than the university had hoped, horticulture and turf management were
according to university president added to the associate of science deHanly Funderburk.
gree in technical agriculture. General
In a move that proved unnecded marketing, retail marketing, marketing
because the General Assembly finally promotion and business logistics were
adopted a state budget, the board also added to the bachelor of business adapproved a continuation budget reso- ministration degree in marketing.
lution to carry the university into the
•Revised qualifications for the
1994-95 year should a state budget position of president of the student
not have been approved by June 30. senate were also approved in the meetThe resolution would have al- ing.
lowed the university to operate under
The board established that the stua modified version of last year's bud- dent president should be at least a
get until the General Assembly second-semester sophomore with at
adopted a state-wide budget.
least 45 completed academic hours.
University president Hanly Candidates written into the ballots
Funderburk and the regents' Execu- must also meet these criteria.
Staff writer

Vincent Welch, a graduate student from Louisville, tees olf
at Gibson Bay last week. The course, opened by the city of

Progress/JAY ANGEL
Richmond last year, resembles a Scottish links course.
To plan your golf outing, see page A7.

Grand jury twice refuses to indict
■ Peebles let go
in Myers' case
By Rebecca Rucks
Contributing writer

In January, Ed Peebles, 53, a
former Eastern student, was charged
with second-degree assault, first-degree wanton cndangermeni, and second-degree criminal mischief, after
an argument with Vice President for
Student Affairs Dr. Tom Myers turned
into a physical conflict. In June, all
those charges were dismissed by a
Madison County grand jury.
Although no explanation can be
given for the decision of the grand

jury, Peebles said, "I feel that I have
been somewhat vindicated by ihc
grand jury's decision."
The Jan. 9 incident, which took
place in Myers' office in the Coatcs
Building, was apparently the result of
a hold that Myers had put on Peebles'
registration. After Peebles went to
Myers' office when he was denied a
check, the fight broke out.
Peebles was apprehended by campus police, and Myers suffered injuries to an eye, check, and jaw. He was
treated and released I mm Pattic A.
Clay Hospital.
Inrcsponsc to the decision, Myers
said, "I do not believe the grand jury
SEE PEEBLES. PAGE A12

■ Charges of rape
dismissed against
3 EKU students
By Rebecca Rucks
Contributing writer

Charges of statutory rape of a 13ycar-old girl against three Eastern
students were dismissed by a Madison County grand jury in May.
The grand jury, meeting on May
19, refused to return an indictment
against Robert Wickliffc, 1°, Shawn
D. Marshall, 19, and William T.
Dudley, 20. all of Louisville.
The men were all charged with

two i mints of second-degree statutory rape in April, and a later cliargc of
second-degree sodomy was added
against Dudley.
The charges were brought by the
mother of the gi rl after Ihc girl became
pregnant and had an abortion. The
sexual encounters happened from
January through March,some inCommonwcalth Hall.
Although the men admitted n>
having had sexual intercourse with
ihc girl, ihcy all claimed that ii was
consensual, and lhai ihcy had been led
lo believe thai she was 17. The age of
consent in Kentucky is 16.
Alex Rowady, attorney for
SEE RAPE, PAGE A12

Mink becomes a mover and a shaker
By Tony Garrett
Contributing writer

Mink earned his position on the
board of regents by running against 12
other candidates: E. Douglas Bowl in.
Connie Dirks, Greg Hopkins, Nancy
Kcnncr, Donna Masters, Harry D.
McBride, Sandra Moore, Lucie
Nelson, Ann Puckcit, Tom Richardson
— Comment at June Board of Regents meeting and Robcn L. Turpin.
In the May election among university staff, no one received a majorMink, who has been employed at Eastern since ity of the ballots
The candidates with the two highest number of
1978, as an electrician, is married and has two
children. His wife, Connie, is also an employee of ballots. Mink and Masters, director of grants and
contracts, were selected to compete in a run-off
Eastern.
After much encouragement by his fellow em- election that Mink won.
When asked what kind of ideas or suggestions
ployees. Mink decided to run for the newly appointed seat on the board of regents to represent the that would want to share with the other regents.
Mink replied, "I haven't had time lo think of any. I
working class.
When asked if he has received many requests am still learning."
Mink said he docs not know whatall his responfrom fellow workers, on matters that they would
like tocomc before Ihc board of Regents, Mink said. sibilities arc going to be.
"I was just elected and I have not been in"No I haven't, because I haven't really taken ihc
position yet. I don't actually get sworn in until structed yet but I am interested in doing what I can
to help the university."
sometime in July."
Mink will not be the newest regent.
" However, I'm very interested in helping the
Gov. Brcrcton Jones last week appointed Alice
university, and hopefully by doing that I will also
Graham Rhodes, an attorney from Ashland, to the
help the employees," Mink added.
Holding important positions within his group is university's board of regents to fill the uncxpircd
not unfamiliar territory to Mink. He has held sev- term of Cynthia E. Elliott, who resigned in April.
A graduate of East Strausburg University in
eral, including a position on the Affirmative Action
Committee here at Eastern, the master of his lodge, Pennsylvania and the University of Pennsylvania
the Masons, and presently serving his third year as Law School, Rhodes has practiced law in Kentucky
for 15 years.
secretary of that Mason's Lodge.

"Now that we have a (staff) regent,
we can get the air conditioning
fixed."

Ronnie Mink for years had been
satisfied just being a loyal and hard
working Eastern Kentucky University employee.
However, with a little encouragement from his friends, he decided he
wanted to do more.
■ Mink entered the world of the movers and the
shakers at Eastern, when he was elected staff regent
on the board of regents. Now Mink will get a chance
to sec how the major decisions arc made and who
makes them.
He's going to mix and mingle with the big boys.
However Mink said it really didn't bother him
meeting with all the other members on the board of
regents." 1 already knew all of them, so I didn't feel
any different," said Mink.
As a matter of fact, when Mink showed up for
his first meeting to observe the proceedings, he
caught a little flack. The meeting had to be moved
to another room because the airconditioning wasn't
working. So the other regents couldn't pass up the
chance to get in a shot at Mink.
According to Mink, it was all in good-natured
fun. They said, "Now that we have a (staff) regent,
we can get the air conditioning fixed."
Mink's position was created when a law went
into effect that required representation for nonProgress/ JAY ANGEL faculty workers on the board of regents.
Mink repaired an electrical circuit In a farm silo last week.
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Burn down the hatred
Fund created to help former regent
It's a shame when, in a society we call
humane and intelligent, somebody challenges that notion by a
violent act.
Such a tragedy
occurred last month to
someone close to our
university. Former
regent Cynthia E. Elliott
and her two daughters,
ages 9 and 13, came
home on June 26 after a
brief stay with a friend
to find their Breathitt
County home burned to
the ground.
Police and FBI investigators have discovered that gasoline was spread around the
door to start the fire.
Elliott, who had lived in the community
for three years, has no idea why anyone
would want to harm her—she has had a
good relationship with everyone in her
community since she moved there.
Perhaps, she said, it was an angry client
of the legal defense program for which she
works in Jackson. Perhaps, it was someone
upset with her new relationship. He's white;
she's black.

event was malicious or racial. She has
hopes of better things, if there could be
such things.
However, she is the
first to admit that she
looks over her shoulder
almost every minute now.
With her children spending the summer with their
father in Michigan, it is
easier to tough it out;
to wait and see what
happens in her arson
case.
Elliott is staying in a
small apartment right
now. For now, the meager dwelling is
enough for her, but soon her children will

^ don't c^fe if
iis ninety ihgi&DQ

be returning in hopes of a normal life in
Breathitt County.
By then their mother, who lost everything in that fire except an iron skillet
and a cup engraved with the poem "Footprints in the Sand," will have to begin
rebuilding their life.
No matter what the reason behind the
arson, Elliott wants to try to stay in the
county. She won't be forced out of her
home by anybody. But to stay and rebuild her life, she will need help.

That might be the conventional wisdom
considering the stereotypes about "redneck"
attitudes in predominantly white Eastern
Kentucky. But Elliott, through her work and

If you would like to make a contribution to Elliott and her family, send any
items to the Appalachian Research and

through her lifestyle had tapped into the best
of the "mountain culture" — the kindness
and endurance of its people. Many of them
rallied to support in her loss.

Defense Fund, P.O. Box,725, Jackson,
Ky. 41339, or contact Elliott at (606)
666-4941. A fund has been set up by
Elliott's boss, John Rosenberg, to collect

Nevertheless, Elliott is a brave woman to
stay in the area with the arsonist at large and

money for the family. All checks should

the intent of the arsonist unknown.
She doesn't entirely want to think the

and Defense Fund of Kentucky, Inc.
(Elliott Fund).

be payable to the Appalachian Research

decrees outjicfe-Cone. b&k in
December u/hen_
vuc'fe finished I

LETTERS FROM OUR READERS
Informal poll unfair,
misleading
I am writing concerning the
publishing of Dr. Jane Rainey's
name in the "Down" section of
opinion poll in the April 28
Progress.
I
The whole idea of an opinion
poll is fun, I'm sure. However,
informal polls of this son can be
influenced by a few people with
a panicular opinion, thus giving
the inaccurate impression that
many people agree on the
information presented. I am sure
that is what happened here.
In this case, die publication
of the poll has been extremely
hurtful to the individual involved. You probably did not
consider that there is a real
person behind the name, one
who does not in any way deserve
the unfair treatment she has
received from the Progress. No
one appreciates being criticized,
and to be criticized unjustly and
publicly in the newspaper, is the
ultimate insult.

I would like to suggest that in
the future, to avoid die damage
you have done to Dr. Rainey,
you omit items that refer to
particular individuals. In the
meantime, I believe Dr. Rainey
deserves an apology from the
Progress.
Beth Blanchard
International Office

Editor's Note: The results
of an "Ups & Downs"
survey printed in the last
issue of the Progress were
in no way a valid or
representative sampling of
opinion and should not be
construed as such. Only a
small number of responses
were returned. Publication
of the results of the totally
inadequate number of
forms that were turned in
was an error in judgment
which the Progress regrets.

Letters policy The Progress
encourages readers to write letters to the editor on topics of interest to the university community.
Letters should be typed and
double-space and limited to 250
words. The Progress reserves the
right to condense letters over 250
words. Letters should be addressed to the editor and should
contain the writer's signature, address and phone number. If a letter
has excessive spelling, grammar
and punctuation errors, the editor
reserves the right to urge the writer
to make revisions. Carbon copies, photocopies and letters with
illegible signatures or that are unsigned will not be accepted. The
Progress reserves the right not to
publish letters that are libelous or
in poor taste.
Letters and columns should
be mailed to The Eastern Progress,
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky.
40475.
The deadline for submitting a
letter for a specific issue is noon
Monday prior to Thursday's publication. Letters will be printed in
accordance with available space.

THE EASTERN PROGRESS
117 Donovan Annex
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Ky. 40475

606 622-1872

Swimming in cement?
Please give them a calendar
As sweltering heat smothers the state,
Jjummer school students at Eastern may have
missed an essential part of summer.
An outdoor pool.

It is great that the physical plant
decided to fix the deck at the pool, but
wouldn't it have been better for every-

one concerned if work on the pool had
The outdoor pool hesideJMlumni Coliseum, been scheduled for the spring? c
which is open every summSTfor students and
We would like to suggest in the future
faculty, has yet to open this year.
when tasks such as this one are taken on
Chad Middleton, director of the physical
that a little more thought goes into the
plant, said work is underway to correct the
planning for the construction.
poor condition of the deck.
So while students and faculty wait
"We're redoing the deck. The precast
anxiously for the opening of the outdoor
concrete underneath the deck was beginning
pool, for now, students will have to take
to deteriorate in the mechanical room and we a dip in the indoor pool in Alumni Coliwere afraid it was going to cave in on us," he seum. Admission is $1 with a valid ID,
said. "It was getting to the point where it was and pool hours are 1 p.m. through 6 p.m.
dangerous to use."
Monday through Friday.
E.C. Mathews, a concrete company from
Lexington, is building the" new deck.
Middleton predicts the pool will open by
mid-July - two weeks before summer school
ends.

How the work was planned for the
dog days of summer and its completion
was scheduled for the tail end of summer school gives us pause.
It must have been the heat.

Selena Woody. Matt McCarty
Summer Editors

Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed writers and do not necessarily represent
the views of the university. Student editors also decide the news and informational content.
The Eastern Progress is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press, Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
Association and College Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers, Inc. The Progress is published every
Thursday during the school year, with the exception of vacation and examination periods. Any false or misleading
advertising should be reported to Adviser/General Manager, Dr. Elizabeth Fraas.

HOW TO REACH US
■ To report a news
story or idea
News

To place an ad

■ To subscribe
Subscriptions are available by mail;
$15 per semester; or $30 per year
payable in advance..

Display
Monica Kecton

622-1881
Don Perry'.
622-1882
Classified
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622-1881
Jim Quiggins
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Christina Rank in
622-1882 ■ To suggest a photo
or order a reprint
Arts & Entertainment
Doug Rapp
622-1872
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Brett Dun kip, Jay Angel,
Mary Ann Lawrence, Matt
622-1489
McCarty
622-1882

■ To submit a column
The Progress gives readers an
opportunity to express more de- •
tailed opinions in a column called I
"Your Turn." Columns should be '
mailed to The Eastern Progrmss,'.
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern:
Kentucky University, Richmond,:
Ky. 40475. The deadline is noon ;
Monday prior to Thursday's pub-;
hcation. Columns will be printed •
in accordance with available'
space.
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UPS

& DOWNS
:

PEOPLE POOL
By Jay Angel

Down to:

Up to:
Roy Kidd

Up to:
Justice

Eastern football coach resigned his athletic director's
position to free up more time
for the Colonel football team
next season.

The murder of civil rights
activist Medgar Evers in
Jackson, Miss., in 1963 was
finally avenged when Byron
de la Beckwith, 73, was sentenced to life in prison. HBO
is running a special on the
31-year search for justice.

O.J. Mania
Oh for the good old Days
of Our Lives when we could
live in Another World and
drink our OJ for breakfast,
rather than for breakfast,
lunch, dinner and Nightline.

Since the Alumni Coliseum pool is closed and there is no public
pool in Richmond, where do you go for a swim?
"They have a new
pool at
Boonesbo rough
Park, and I travel
there. It costs $3
and Is worth It.
On the weekends
I go to the Ohio
River."

"I don't go swimming."

Suggestions for UPS A DOWNS are welcome. To make a suggestion c«U 622-1872.

Abused women offered hope,
alternatives in campus program
This article appeared in the September-October issue of The Mountain Spirit, The Magazine of the Christian Appalachian Project.

does mean you may have to work
Barbara
through things that you may not have
been confronted with when you were
Marks
in your own home, dealing with just
yourself and your immediate family.
YOUR TURN
For eight years, my home was
Thai's always an interesting dyplagued with mental, emotional and
namic."
physical abuse —com pi icatcd by povCommunity living has a positive
erty and alcoholism.
and I knew there was a chance for side to it, though. Doris says that the
After my children were born, they, something belter. It was a big turn- other residents living at FLS were as
too, lived in fear of our abuscr. Fi- around. I'm still growing from it, and much help and support as die staff.
nally, a social worker told me about a I'm still trying to get some strength "Some of us sat up late at night after
place where I could take the children from it. Hope is a big word in this."
the kids went to bed and shared our
and be safe. In January of 1988, with
After 21 years of marriage, Doris stories of abuse," she said. 'Talking
my two little girls, ages 4 and 6,1 went
really helps."
andhcrfourchilto live in a spouse
WHMM*MM
Phclps said they have the physical
drcn
left
abuse shelter in
capacity for IS to 20 people and that
Clinton
County
u
Somerset, Ky.
to go to a ranges from four to six families at a
The shelter
spouse abuse time. In a year, the program helps an
where we stayed
average of 20 families.
shelter. In June
is one of three
Recently FLS began a new job
of that year, she
spouse abuse
training program.
was accepted
shelters spon"It's really added new flavor,"
into
FLS.
sored by the
Phclps
said. "It means a lot more
Within two
Christian Appalaresponsibility
for the staff, but if we
weeks she had
chian Project, decan
help
our
residents
get some paid
her GED and
signed to tempothen applied to employment, then they can cither get
rarily serve vicof f of wcl fare or save some money, so
Eastern.
tims of abuse.
when they leave the program they'll
Because
Often, a victim
of the abuse she be able to afford a place to live." ,
seeking a permaThe girls and I no Iqqgor suffer
suffered, Doris
nent way out finds
from
abuse, and on May 8, J993. I
—Doris
said she fclr
21 o
herself with' no
worthless as a graduated from Eastern with a
Family
Life
Services
one to turn to and
bachelor's degree in philosophy. 1 do
human being.
participant
nowhere to go.
"I kept wailing whatever I can to help prevent domesShe faces the
tic violence and spouse abuse.
for them to figquestion, "Where
Not long ago, I asked my counure out that I
do I go from here?"
wasn't worth all the care and friend- selor from the spouse abuse shelter if
Liz Phclps, the director of Family ship they were showing me," she said. he thought five years ago that I would
Life Services (FLS), explains that the "Now I'm in college and my kids actually get my degree. "I knew you
program is designed for people seek- write essays about me at school, about could." he said. "I knew you had what
ing to make permanent changes in how proud they arc that I'm in colit takes and all you needed was the
encouragement."
their lives who already have goals in lege."
mind. My goal, for example, was to
I believe I owe all of my achieveAt age 47, Doris is studying to
go to college so I could upgrade our become a paralegal.
ments to the staff of the spouse abuse
standard of living.
^^■^"^^""
shelter and
Help is also
FLS. Without
In order for the girl.sand me to live available to single
them I may
at FLS, I had to apply, as everyone parents, unwed
does. After conducting an intensive pregnant women,or
have had no
choice but to
interview and assessing my situation, anyone who is
return to a life
Liz and her staff had todecide whether homeless and needs
the program would be of benefit to help making a fresh
of abuse.
me. They believed it would help my start. Although
FLS has
been successfamily, so I was accepted into the most of of the resiful in helping
program. In March of 1988, the girls dents arc women,
many of us livand I left the spouse abuse shelter and services arc availing in abuse get
went to live at FLS.
able to men,as well.
our lives back.
There I continued with my indiParents also atIt offers undervidual and family counseling, learned tend a parenting
standing, comself-help skills, became independent, education class
fort, and a deand was accepted at Eastern.
called Systematic
sire to succeed.
I acquired the tools necessary to Training for Effec"We
make a new life. Abuse causes low tive
Parenting
measure our
self-esteem, but with the professional (STEP), which
success by doand compassionate hclpof the staff of teaches parents a
ing follow-up
both the shelter and FLS, my children way of child rearvisits," Phclps
and I were able to build our self- ing that virtually
said. "If we
esteem. After a while, I was able to eliminates physical
visit one of our
confront our abuscr and get a di vorcc. punishments, a very
former resiI was one of the first residents different way oflifc
dents and sec
from a spouse abuse shelter to accom- for families that
— Liz Phelps that he or she
plish my goals at FLS. Since then, have been domiprogram director now has a colother women in the shelters who chose nated by domestic
lege degree, or
to leave their abuscrs permanently violence.
has a budget hanging on her refrigerahave been able to succeed with the
FLS offcrsclasscs in life managetor, or has a parenting book lying on
help of the program.
ment skills, including budgeting,
the coffee table, then we 'sec' our
Like me, other women chose check writing, child care. Spiritual
Eastern to continue or begin their col- and recreational programs arc avail- success. If our families leave with
lege educations.
able. And whether it involves a GED, nothing else but hopefulness, then
we've done our job," Phclps said.
Ginger, a 38-ycar-old sociology vocational training, or pursuing a col"If they switch from help to hope,
major, and mother of three, heard lege degree, education isa strong comthen wc have accomplished what we
about FLS when she left her home in ponent.
set out to do."
Madison County and went into a
FLS also involves community livspouse abuse shelter in 1988.
ing — several families living under
"I was so scared and drained of one roof.
Barbara Marks is secretary of the
energy," she said, "bui I heard the
"That doesn't mean you have to
other women talk about the program like everybody," Phclps said, "but it Department of Mass Communications.

/ kept waiting
for them to
figure out that I
wasn't worth all
the care and
friendship they
were showing
me."

.-

Blair Perkins, 18, freshman,
pre-engineerlng, Richmond

Geoffrey Thomas, 26,
senior, medical technology,
Burlington

"I don't, but if I did
go swimming, I
would go to a private
poot."

"I go in the
showers of
Palmer Hall and
just let the cold
water flow on
my face."

i .

Wanda Monday, 45, graduate
student, special education,
Liberty

Jerry Bibb, 20, junior,
communication, Louisville
■•••■

"I don't go. I work
fulltime and take
classes. I don't
have time."

Carolyn Burgess, 38, junior,
accounting, Winchester

tt

"I don't go swimming here. My!
girlfriend at home
has a pool." .

Chris Cox, 18, freshman,
occupational therapy,
McCreary County

i

"If we visit one
of our former
residents and
see that he or
she now has a
college degree,
or has a budget
hanging on her
refrigerator, or
has a parenting
book lying on the
coffee table,
then we 'see' our
success."

"Did you want
fries with that?'

There's an easier way to get through college.
There was a time when a part-tune job could finance a college education. Today, you need th<
assistance of Bank One. We're one of the largest sources of student loans in the nation, so chances
are well have a loan that's just right for your needs. So if you're trying to figure out how to pay for'
college, see us or call 624-4847. Our loans come with everything you'll need. Except fries.

Madison County Crisis Pregnancy Center

.. .•

BANKEONE

There's hope because there's help.

Whatever it takes".

624-3942 If no answer call I-XOO-X22-5K24

BnkOnr.LooginvNA
McmbrrHIk

Regular Hours
Tuesday and Wednesday 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.

316 Geri Lane
Richmond, KY 40475

■

Madison County Region

and Tuesd

»y Evening by Appointment.
•HM **HC ONE COKKHUTIOK I«~J Op,
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Minding the kids
requires research

^Commencement
! set for July 28
!£

By Don Leonard
Contributing writer

Sy'ftoug Rapp
Staff writer

While summer school's starting
date was delayed a week due to the
bad weather last winter, the end of the
semester is right on schedule.
The 87th Summer Commencement
will be held in the Van Pcurscm Amphitheater at 7:30p.m. July 28 with N.
Mitchell Meade being the guest
speaker. Incase of inclement weather,
the ceremony will be held in Alumni
Coliseum.
Meade,areuredchicf circuit judge
for the Fayctte County Circuit Court,
holdjthc distinction of being the longest slicing circuit judge in the state
with 26 years in office until his retirement this year.
There are 620 candidates for
graduation this summer, lopping last
year's 585 candidates and 1992's604
candidates.
Summer school enrollment for the
past five years have averaged around
5,100 students.
The academic procession will
form in front of the Roark Building
next to Coatcs.
Immediately following commencement ceremonies, receptions
will be held for each respective college in these locations:
College of Allied Health and Nursing. Dizncy Building, Room 242.
Col lege of Applicd Arts and Technology. Burner Building.
College of Arts and Humanities,
Lobby, Campbell Building.
College of Busincss, Grise Room,
Combs Classroom Building.

Meade to address graduation.
College of Education, Lobby,
Powell Student Center.
College of Health. Physical Education, Recreation and Athletics,
Dance Studio, Weaver Building.
College of Law Enforcement,
Slratton Cafeteria, Stratum Building.
College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences, Ballroom, Keen Johnson Building.
College of Social and Behavioral
Sciences, Walnut Hall, Keen Johnson
Building.
Graduate School degree candidates should attend the college reception of their major.
Candidates arc asked to wear their
caps and gowns to the reception. Diploma covers will be given to the
candidates as they enter.

Progress/JAY ANGEL
Lynn Baker, a worker at ABC Daycare Center, assembles a toy.

Some childcare choices in Richmond
ABC Day care and Learning Center. lnfants-8 years. M-F 6 a.m.-6
p.m. 623-0157. Linda Fowles, director

Fun Care Learning Center
lnfants-6 years. M-F 6:30 a.m.-6
p.m. 623-3447. Sharon Collins, director

Campus Care Inc. lnlants-4 years
M-F 7 a.m.- 6 p.m.624-1828
Jan Henrickson, director

Light House Child Care
lnlants-l0years.M-F7a.m.-6p.m.
623-4390. Anapole Forest, director

Faith Assembly Child Care & Preschool.2-10years. M-F6:30a.m6 p.m. 623-4639
Norma Showers, director

Tetford Community Center, YMCA
lnfants-11. M-F 6 a.m.-6p.m. 6239356. Geneva Gillespia. director

Lexington Road Shell
Foodmart

ZITI
WITH
XES7V

Open 24 Hours
a Day,
7 Days a Week

tomato sauce
••it \\ P"1-

game or meet

2120 Lexington Ro»d
Al Exit 90 off 1-75
Richmond. Ky. 40475
(606)623-6592
"Where Quality Service it a Family
Tradition'
Bob and Carol Taylor. Owners

Richmond's Oldest
Computer Store

$2.49
ZITI
WITH
HMtoU

Eastern Bypass, Richmond

$2.99

Imagine having to find child care
to be able to attend college classes
and to work to support a family. That
is the position many Eastern Kentucky students arc finding themselves
in.
Linda Fowles, director of ABC
Day care and Learning Center, thinks
there is a definite need for more day
care centers.
"It will be tough to find good day
care in Richmond when school starts
in the fall," Fowles said.
When looking for child care, a
parent might call child care agencies
to find out which centers have openings. Before makingadecision about
the place you will be leaving your
children, many things should be considered:
1. Make a visit Don't tell a day
care you arc coming. Pop in unexpectedly to sec the way the day care is
really operated on a day-to-day basis.
2. Ask what siz.c class your children will be in. The state regulations
for size can be made available, upon
request, at any day care.
3. Observe how clean the building and the attendants are. Also,
waich closely to sec if the workcrsare
sanitary in dealing with the children.
Look to make sure the workers al way
washthcirhandsaftcradiapcrchangc.
4. Security is extremely important in day care. You should know
the day care's policy on who picks up
the children and who is allowed to
come into the facility during the day.
Another thing to look for is playground safety and security. Fences,
safe playground equipment, and constant supervision arc essential.
5. The attitudes of the workers

90 Days Same As Cash
On Approved Credit

486DLC-40 MHz. 4 MB RAM. 210 MB Hard Drive
I 44 MB Floppy Drive. SVOA Video Card
14" SVOA Color Monitor 28dp. 101 Enhanced Keyboard
Mouie. MS-Window*. MS-DOS. MS-Works for Windows
MS-Money. MS-Produclivily Pack. MS-Kntertainment Pack

$1,199.

•cAftar Rabat)

486DX-33 MHz. 4 MB RAM. 260 MB Had Drive
1.44 * 1.2 MB Floppy. SVOA Local Bus Vidao Card 1 MB
14" SVGA Color Monitor 28dp. 101 Enhanced Keyboard
Mouse. MS-Windows, MS-DOS. MS-Works for Windows
MS-Money. MS-Produclivrty Pack. MS-KraefUireneiit Pack

$1,584.

$15.
$40.
$5.

All used parts carry a 30 day warranty

Founded in 1984. PC Systems has grown
from a small mail order operation to a
national distributor with retail stores. A
fundamental philosophy at PC Systems
has always been that not only should a
customer get what they paid for. but
should also be assured of the long term
value and serviceability of that equipment

Next to Mini! Man

623-6236

05

R

i

a

•lAaaiRabaKI

Software

About PC Systems
$40
S80

40MB IDE HDD
80MB IDE HDD
2S6 System Boards
386SX System Boards
256k Simni Modules

At the corner of
N. Second Street & Broadway

should be observed. If the attendants
or director does not have a positive,
friendly attitude, you wouldn't want
to leave your children with them.
6.The location of the center is
another thing to consider. Some parents like it to be close to home, while
others feel better if it is closer to their
workplace or school.Try the route to
the center during rush hour traffic.
7. Prices for day care range from
S27 a week for 20 hours or less, up to
S63 a week for full time children.
Price is at the top of the list for most
parents who are searching for child
care.
However, you should remember
that the money you will be charged is
well spent because it is going for the
care of your child for an entire week.
"I think the prices charged for day
care arc reasonably set here in Richmond, and people should understand
that finding the right day care for
yourself as a parent should be the
most important and involved pan of
looking for a day care," said Fowles.

Leading Edge 486
Complete Systems,

Used Parts

Laysway available
Monday - Saturday
•AM-lPM
_JV

— Linda Fowles,
ABC Daycare director

Buy These Hot Computers. Get Ccld Cash.
$75. Factory Rebate 3 Year Warranty

Cast From
ThePast
Antiques &
Discount Furniture

"Finding the right
day care for
yourself as a
parent should be
the most
Important and
Involved part of
looking for a day
care."

WordPerfect for DOS or Windows SI 15
Microsoft Word for Windows
$129.
Microsoft Excel for Windows
$129.
Lotus for DOS
Lotus for Waidows
Ami Pro for Windows

SI29.
$99.
$99.

Academic Pricing. Valid ID required.
Call store for details.

PC Systems of Kentucky
638 Eastern By-Pass, University Center • Richmond, KY
606-624-5000 Hours:9am-6pm Mon-Fri, 10am-4pm Sat

a

Ever since the first dumbell was lifted, there are some things that people have known. They
know what works. Hard work...determination...sweat...weights and good cardiovascular
exercise rep after rep. Not to mention focus, patience and an optimal diet.

Everyone knows what they want!!!t

IRON WORKS
Aeoics 6 FlTTKSS

The New Leader In Health And Fitness...

Will Help You Get It.

623-7370
Call For Free Consultation

Now Accepting
Applications!!!
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Seatbelts a must
starting July 15
ByAra Jackson
Contributing writer

Photo illustration/JAY ANGEL

Motorists will only be cited if stopped tor another reason.

Ex-student claims dismissal
from nursing program unfair
By Rebecca Rucks
Staff writer

A former Eastern Kentucky University nursing student filed a lawsuit
June 21, in Madison Circuit Court
claiming that she was unfairly dismissed from the university's nursing
program in 1990.

B. Jean LoMonaco, who was 44 at
the lime of her dismissal, filed complaints of denial of procedural due
process, denial of substantive due process, age discrimination, negligent
infliction of emotional distress, and
two counts of breach of contract,
against the university.
The charges brought against the

It began a few years ago in a few
counties across Kentucky as (he responsibility of the motorists in those
counties.
But on July IS, 1994. it becomes
the responsibility of all the drivers in
the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
What is this responsibility?
"They're going to have to buckle
up now. It's the law," said Louisville
police officer Clayton Elliot.
The safety belt law is a secondary
offense carrying a fine of S2S. Motorists can only be given the scatbclt fine
if they have already been pulled over
for another violation.
Drivers can also be held responsible for the negligence of their passengers not buckling up.
I always wear my seatbclt. Ever
since I got that first scalbcli ticket,"
said Derrick Jackson, an Eastern student who got his first ticket in
Jeffcrsonville, Ind.
Kentucky had been one of only
five states without a scatbclt law.
However some Kcntuckians still
have misgivings about the law which
took several years of debate in the
state legislature before its passage.
" I don't think adults should have
to wcarthcirscatbclls. It doesn't bother
anybody but me if I don't wear my
scatbclt," said Doug Hall, a resident
nine faculty members include Dean
of the College of Allied Health and
Nursing, Dr. David D. Gale, and thai r
for the Associate Degree Nursing Program Pat H. Jarczewski.
In the lawsuit, LoMonaco claims
that she was given an "unsatisfactory" evaluation, and was dismissed
from the nursing program for reasons
of, "bad faith or ill will, unrelated to
academic performance.
She claims that an adviser spoke
to her several times about changing
her appearance, slating that she "could

Bo KNOWS TATTOOS
Licensed studio autoclave
sterilization
Bright vivid color
1000's of designs

Friends don't let
friends get bad
ink!
$30 minimum
Call For
Appointment

Bodean's Tattoos
624-0255

coming August 18.
SERVING

RICHMOND/EKU CAMPUS

623-0030

OPEN DAILY AT 11:00 AM FOR LUNCH UNTIL LATE NIGHT!

CAMPUS
SPECIALS
(ON CAMPUS DELIVERY ONLY)

O*
10" SMALL
CHEESE

12" MEDIUM
CHEESE

2

be younger looking."
She also claims that at a hearing
held in January 1991, concerning her
reinstatement to the nursing program,
adoctorasked her why she had "waited
so late to begin a nursing career."
LoMonaco is suing for general,
special,and punitivcdamages.all costs
of the suit, lost income, past and future, trial by jury, and any and all
other relief, including reinstatement
into the associate degree nursing program.

$099

$*99

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS
49<

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS
99<

3

14"
LARGE CHEESE

$H99

4

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS
$1.19
AwHeMe ToppJoj*. Pepperoni, Sausage,
Mushrooms, Onions, Green Peppers, Hem,
Ground Beef, Green Olives, Black Otfves, Bacon, Banana Peppers I

■ ■■■mi

Video
ODD

THE EASTERN PROGRESS,

of Richmond.
And when taking a look around
Eastern's campus, it seems that many
Kcntuckians feel the same way. In a
survey taken on campus, 19 of 30
drivers were not wearing their seatbclt.
Although some think that a sea the 11
law is an inconvenient, others have
seen the value of seatbelts.
"Wearing a seatbelt saved my
friend's life," said Lorraine Dunne,
an international student from Ireland.
Her friend swerved into the wrong
lane and collided with another car.
She was injured but the belt saved her
life.
Even after hearing stories of how
wearing a seatbclt can save lives,
there are still those like Enus Stovall,
an Eastern student.
"I have a friend who would have
died if he would have been wearing
his scatbclt." he said.
Stovall said his friend avoided
death by quickly leaping from the car
while the passenger who had on a
scatbclt couldn't escape and died in
the accident.
But the fact is that 83 percent of
the 768 people killed in vehicles in
Kentucky in 1992 were not wearing
seatbelts.
What began in Fayctte County
then, soon after, in Jefferson County
will soon be a slate law. So like it or
not Kcntuckians: "Buckle up."
It's the law.

mn

it

Be on the look out "
for the first issue of

Productions

8" CLASSIC STEAK

!■■■■■■■■■■
Your Video Superstore
EKU By-Pass
Richmond, Ky 40475

CUBE

623-2925
Hours: Mon-Thurs 10 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Fri&Sat 10a.m.-11 p.m.
Sun noon-10:30 p.m.

•Movie Rentals
•SEGA, SNES, NES Rentals

•VCR Rentals
•Over 13,000 titles

I

NO COUPON NECESSARY ...JUST ASK FOR CAMPUS SPECIALS!

Coupon Special

|1) Rent 2 movies get 1 FREE (Mon-Thurs) I
|2) Game Rentals 3 Days for $2
'
|3)VCR & 2 Movies for $7
»
Exp. 8-22-94
(with coupon only)

104 Big Hill Avenue
Richmond, Ky.

*»-.-* •*

I 01«M

[K>T#DI Hn* M .«"Md T» .**»
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WHY SHOULD YOU
COME TO OUR
on the river

V.

SEAFOOD

-STEAKS

REGIONAL SPECIALTIES
A 28 year tradition of excellence
Hall's is just a pleasant drive away.
12 miles from Richmond, on the
Athens-Boonesboro Road.
527-6620 • 255-8105
1225 Athens-Boonesboro Road
Hictirnoftu

Our continuous training in the latest techniques and trends in hair
color, perms, cuts ond styles enables us to recommend the precise
service or product that fits your special needs. We're here to serve
you in our full-service Matrix Essentials salon.

NU WAVE Hair Designs
521 Leighway Drive
Richmond, Ky 40475 k^m^rjy
(606) 623-4777
ESSENTIALS
Introducing the staff of Richmond's newest
Full Service Salon:
Augalyn Combs-owner,
Robert Bums-manager & stylist

Sonya Dixon-receptionist
Susan Clark & Jami Howard-stylists

As a part of Oceantront Tan-In. lot
us be your one stop salon for all
of your Beauty and Tanning

Needs.
Walk-Ins welcome
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People
Tricia Davis appointed advising director
By Rebecca Rucks
Staff writer

Davis will serve lor one year.

For the 1994/95 school year, the
acting director of advising will be
Tricia Davis, replacing Dr. Elizabeth
Wachtel, who took the position of
state commissioner for Mental Health
and Mental Retardation Services in
Frankfort
Wachtel gave her letter of resignation in May, in order to take a position at the Resource Training Center.
At that time, she planned to stay
through July 1, but her acceptance of
the job from the stale took her away
only one week later, leaving the position of director of advising open from
May 15 through June 17.
Dr. Jack Culross, dean of Undergraduate Studies advertised in May
that he would be accepting applications from tenured faculty members

for the open position.
After receiving only three applications and much response from faculty members about the timing, saying they were too busy to try to take on
any new interests,Culross asked Davis
to take the position on an "acting oneyear basis."
Davis, who received both her
bachelor and master degrees from
Eastern in English, has been teaching
in the English department for five
years, two years part-time and three
years full-time. She accepted the position because of her enjoyment in
working with undergraduates and her
desire to be in a managerial position.
Davis' biggest task of the year is
the summer orientation for incoming
freshmen. She said that she is excited
to be here because her primary experience is with freshmen, and through
this job she will still be able to teach.

Davis started on June 20, which
also happened to be the First day of
Summer Orientation. After watching
Dr. Culross the First day, she took over
the position of introducing Eastern
Kentucky University to incoming
freshmen.
She plans to continue the 'Transition to College" class started by Dr.
Wachtel which provides a more complete introduction to college for new
freshmen. Davis said that she had the
chance to teach the class last fall and
she feels that it is a great ad vantage for
young students away from home for
the First time, as well as older students
who aren't sure about "where to go,
what to do, or who to see."
Through the hiring of Davis, Dr.
Culross said that he is "buying some
time" until he re-advertises for the
position next fall.
Davis says she plans to "return to
full-time graduate work, and teach
part-time" after her one-year term is
completed.

Oceanfront Tan-In
521 Lelghway Drive
Richmond. Ky
40475
623-8993
1

Owner: Augahjn
Owens

Oceanfront Tan-In
623-8993

Back to School
Special!
10 visits for $25.00
with this coupon
Exp. 7-31-94

Computer
know-how
pays off for
student worker

Tie*
1
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New Spermle & Eggle
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Staff Report

EKU Public Information
Dr. Paul Weaver, former director of the university's TriGounty Center at Corbin, talks with President Hanly
FUnderburk during a recent vlst to campus.

PEOPLE BRIEFS

I

Marie Mitchell. WEKU/WEKH news director, received her third School
Bell Award given by the Kentucky Education Association for efforts that
promote public education.
The award-winning four-part scries, "Bored and Ignored," aired in January, and demonstrated "how gifted and talented students lend not to be a high
priority" in the school systems, Mitchell said.

Sarah Kli/abelh Stacy, a student from Lovcland. Ohio, was awarded die
annual Dick Mayo Allen scholarship for her service in the university's Cnlbbc
Library.

50% OFF
all

Joshua Hart, who graduated in
May with bachelor's degrees in computer science and forensic science,
was named state Student Employee of
the Year by the Midwest Association
of Student Employee Administrators.
Hart competed for the honor
against student employees from other
colleges and universities across the
Male,
The Augusui, Ga„ resident was
presented with a certificate and a S75
award.

• Name brands Ike Nike,
Reebok, Wilson, Rawlngs,
Starter
• Sports equipment, apparel,
footwear and accessories
• Everyday tow prices

EKU Public Information

Hart is at home in computer
lab.

Stacy, who worked as a student assistant in the Law Library lor three years,
was nominated by the library staff "for her consistent and accurate research and
public service."
The Allen scholarship was established in IVX3 to honor longtime university
librarian Dick Mayo Allen.

The department of occupational therapy has established a scholarship fund
in honor of Nancy Trifero (iillespie. who died of cancer March 13.
The Nancy Gillcspie Occupational Therapy Fund will provide two awards
each year to the most deserving senior occupational therapy student.
Contributions 10 the fund may be made to Nancy Gillcspie Occupational
Therapy Scholarship Fund, Division of Development, Coalcs 19A, EKU,
Richmond, Ky. 40475-3101.

iPmillQ WON,
Richmond Mall

624-8100

Let's Make a Deal!
Move in

BAUSCH C LOMS

Special"
Limited Offer

We guarantee
the lowest
prices In town!

madison optical co.
240 geri lane
623-0303
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5:30p.m.

ELEGANT BY DESIGN

450 North Keeneland Drive

(606) 623-1090
WE'RE ALWAYS BUSY
BAKING BREAD.
Our bread's baked fresh every few hours. In fact, all our
ingredients are fresh— from cold cuts to free fixin's. Whichever
Subway sub you choose we make it fresh —inside and out.

500 off.
UNIVERSITY
BOOK & SUPPLY

$8 OFF
Wifh any new 12 visit package or
larger
(with coupon)
Total Body Tanning-Valid thru 12/31/94

any sub i
or salad i
IKK valid with other olTrr.
limit one per customer
Good at thla location only

Oder erplrca 7-25-04

•SUB

Your Bookstore Just Off Campus
EASTERN BYPASS 606«624»0220
529 LEIGHWAY DRIVE EASTERN BY PASS. OPPOSrTEJJENNYS
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TIP SHEET

ARLINGTON
Cost:
$6 with a EKU I.D.
Driving range:
Yes. Closes at 6 p.m.
Length:
6,156 Yards • White Tees
6,486 Yards -Blue Tees
Type of course:
Traditional
Best time to play: After 6 p.m.
Easiest hole: No. 15 • A short par 4.
Hardest hole: No. 8- A psr 4that slopes to the lake
on the right
Phone: 622-2207
GIBSON BAY

Cost:

Weekdays before 10:30 am • $6
Weekdays after 10:30 am - $10
Weekends and Holidays - $14
Driving range: (lighted) 8 a.m. -10 p.m. weekdays
8 a.m. -11 p.m. Friday and Saturday
Length:
6,508 yards - White Tees
7,113 yards - Blue Tees
Type of course: Modified links course.
Easiest Hole: No. 15 Short par 4
Hardest Hole: No. 14 Long pars
Phone: 623-0225
Exit 90^

(ftrlmpton*>
▲
N

David Noland, a graduate student from Richmond, tees off on No. 4 at Arlington Country Club.

I

Main Street

|

I-75

|

IBEKU

Svuingin' the summer azvay

Exit 87

Eastern Bypass
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Area courses offer quality golf
at affordable prices

1

By Christopher Hmurcik

quickly nosedived into the
pond in front of the tee box.
nder the careful
Glorious laughter
scrutiny of his
erupted from the three
I friends, the
friends, but without missing
lunchtime crowd
a beat, the golfer looked up,
in the snack bar
smiled and said, "I still
and heaven only knows who
love this game "
driving by the still-new
clubhouse of Gibson Bay
Whether you love or loathe
golf,
sometimes finding a decent
Golf Club. The golfer
place to play is more frustrating
prepared to tee off on the
than actually playing. But Richmond
offers two fine golf courses
back nine. With a waggle of
in Arlington Country Club and
the clubhead and a mighty
Gibson Bay Golf Course at prices
swing, he launched a drive students can afford.
Situated on lash, rolling kind
off the 10th tee which
Contributing writer

that used to be a horse farm,

Arlington Country Club was built
by the university in 1970 for
students and faculty.
The 6,500-yard, par 72 course
located on Lexington Road north of
town is a course that head golf pro
Lew Smithcr calls "one of the more
beautiful and economical places to
play golf in Kentucky."

Hilly lies abound
While Arlington may not be a
long course by modem standards,
the course has many other features
that make it challenging. The front
nine has water on holes 4, 7, and 8
and requires the golfer to play many
sidchill lies. This is especially No.
8, which is considered the most
difficult hole on the course.
"No. 8 has the smallest green
and requires a very accurate

approach shot from a sloping
fairway," Smithcr said.
Sloping fairways arc the norm
on every hole at Arlington which
adds another degree of difficulty to
the relatively short course.
The back nine at Arlington is
more hilly than the front and has no
water. Even without the threat of
water, golfers must drive accurately
and play a solid short game to score
well.
Although Arlington is considered a private club, students arc
welcome to play anytime with
proper college I.D. At a cost of So,
Arlington's golf course is indeed a
good deal for those who like to play
golf in a country club atmosphere.
Even so Smithcr has generous
things to say about Arlington's
crosstown competitor for golfer's

attention: Gibson Bay Golf
Course .a public course opened by
the city in May 1991.
"A great complement to the city
of Richmond," Smithcr said,
describing Gibson Bay as "one of
the lop five public golf courses in
the state of Kentucky."

Scottish links
Located south of town on the
shores of rejuvenated Lake Reba,
Gibson Bay looks like a small resort
community. The course resembles a
Scottish links course due to the lack
of mature trees and the way the
natural terrain of the land is utilized.
At over 7,000 yards from the
blue tees, Gibson Bay is also
extremely long.
Despite its length, head golf pro
Pat Stephens said, "Gibson Bay can

ALCOHOL:
By Brian Howard
Contributing Writer

Photo illlustration/JAY ANGEL

A national study shows a 25% Increase among female drinkers
who drink until Intoxicated since 1977. White college males
remain the heaviest drinkers, according to the study.

The Day: The last Wednesday of
June in downtown Richmond.
The Place: J. Sutlers Mill.
When someone enters Suiters
Mill, they arc immediately greeted by
very loud music. The place is barren
except for a couple of dozen people
gathered around the U-shaped bar.
As the night slowly edges on more
people stroll in and join the already
tipsy throng of the other drinkers.
In the back of the place two men
play pool and occasionally lake a sip
of their brew. Women roam around
everywhere.
Out of nowhere a voice blasts on
the loudspeaker, "Everybody go to
the bar and fill your glasses! All you
can drink for three dollars!" There is
a special deal tonight, pay $3 and you
get all you can drink.
Out in the back there is a deck
overlooking a sand volleyball court
There's about a dozen people on the
deck and all but three seem to be
wrapped up in the volleyball game
which is being played.
Their names arc Becky Thomas,
Missy Ferrcll and Aaron Jamison.
Thomas is the only one who is really
talkative and when asked why she
came to Sutlers Mill, said, "To drink
and have a good time!"
This seems to be the sentiment of
the entire crowd.
This scene is typical at college

National study finds
co-eds drinking more

"Yes, It's definitely true. There are
more women drinking. High proof
shots are also popular; we get a lot
of orders for Jagermelster and
Tequila."
— Brittany Williams, bartender
towns nationwide, according to a recent study published by the center on
Addiction and Substance Abuse at
Columbia University which states that
alcohol consumption on college campuses is growing.
The study reports that white college males arc the heaviest drinkers,
but white women's drinking habits
have increased dramatically.
In fact, the increase in women's
drinking for the sake of getting drunk
has gone from 10 percent in 1977 to
35 percent in 1993.
The study shows that heavy alcohol consumption by women puts them
at a much greater risk of getting sexually transmitted diseases (STD'S)and
also raises the incident of rape. The
data indicates:
• 60 percent of college women
who contract STD's such as AIDS
were drunk when infected.
• 90 percent of campus rapes occur
when the assailant, the victim or both
use alcohol.

can accommodate all levels of
golfers." In June it was the site of
the Kentucky Ladies Amateur golf
championship.
Overall Gibson Bay is a course
that is fun to drive the ball on,
because of the wide open fairways.
Beware though of blind approach
shots and water hazards.
Gibson Bay is also a wellmanicured course with cut fairways
and smooth greens. And the driving
range is super, with excellent
lighting for after-hours golfers
trying to sharpen their game.
Cm weekends, slow play can be
a problem; a five and a half hour
round is typical.
But Gibson Bay is a challenging
test of golf in an atmosphere where
the "customer is treated well,"
Stephens said.

Dr. Merita Thompson, a health
education teacher at Eastern, just completed a study of alcohol use on the
eight state universities and the data
agrees with the nationwide figures.
According to Thompson, Eastern
has a slightly higher alcohol consumption rate than the other stale universities
Thompson said the study,"Clearly
shows that we have a lot of high risk
drinking." She also said that this
includes people drinking to get drunk
and people going out in one night and
drinking 13 or more drinks. The spread
of STD's on campus also supports
that of the national study.
While Thompson agrees with the
national figures, there are some differing views on the matter by people
who go downtown.
Melanie Billings, a bartender at T
Bombadil's, a bar in downtown Richmond, says that she can't tell a difference in drinking habits. "It's about
the same number of people as usual,"

Billings said. "People have always
come downtown to get plastered. I
don't sec any difference, in men or
women."
Britanny Williams, a bartender at
Bottles Tavern agrees with the study.
"Yes, it's definitely true," Williams
said. "There arc more women drinking. High proof shots are also popular, we get a lot of orders for
Jagcrmcistcr and Tequila."
The ordering of higher proof shots
goes along with the new statistic that
high proof shot sales arc on the rise
among college drinkers. These drinks
are popular among college students
because of the higher alcohol content,
which results in faster intoxication.
Melissa Greene,a23-ycar-old student from Fort Wayne, Ind., frequents
the downtown scene and agrees with
the study. "In the summer there is an
obvious increase in drinking with both
sexes, but people have always come
dim mown to drink ," she said.
As the night stretches nearer to
closing time at Sutlers Mill, the pairons arc noisier and the music continues to play popular tunes.
People arc staggering around and
the girls arc either gone or talking to a
male friend. Pitcher after pitcher is
ordered from the bar.
While all this is going on, the
voice thai requested that the drinkers
drink more returns, to tell the already
drunk patrons to, "Fill your glasses
up at the bar! All you can drink for
three dollars!"
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Arizona Jack's
worth the money
By Chad Williamson
Staff writer
In a town with three Subways and
an endless assortment of fast food
joints, do we really need another sandwich shop?
That was the thought on my mind
as I walked into Arizona Jack's, a
new restaurant just opened in the
Carriage Gate shopping center next
to Kmart.
Arizona Jack's specializes in
"grinders," sandwiches fixed on bread
baked crispy on the outside, soft on
the inside.
The first time I went, I had the
ribcyc sandwich — a steak sandwich
with cheese, green peppers, onions,
mayonnaise and tomatoes. My friend
had the siromboli, made with pizza
sauce, Italian sausage, onions, green
peppers, hot peppers and cheese, and
we shared an order of garlic bread
with sauce.
We did make a mistake, however— we ordered the 16-inch sandwiches, which are more food than
men can be expected to cat. As our
server brought out our sandwiches
(there is about a five minute wait on
orders), he looked at us and said,"You
boys must be hungry."
At $6.50-56.95, the large 16-inch
sandwiches may seem pricey but are
well worth it. Toppings arc stacked
high and the sandwiches arc filling
and delicious. The large would make
a good meal for an economic and
romantic couple.

An 8-inch version of a sandwich
ranges in price from $3.50-53.95 and
should fill up any reasonable-sized
person.
Another time, I had the Bar B Q
sandwich. AtS3.50foran 8-inch sandwich, it was rather plain (compared to
some of the other sandwiches) but
tasty.
Also on the menu are a variety of
salads and pizzas. Though the pizzas
seem to run on the expensive side
when compared to other area pizza
places, the response has been positive from those who have sampled
them.
Sundaes, ice cream and brownies
arc offered for dessert. Service is
friendly beyond the call of most fast
food restaurants. Once you walk in,
someone from behind the counter will
offer you a menu, rather than have
you strain your neck trying to read the
wall.
Our server came around several
times to see if we needed anything,
and the women who took our orders
don't just treat you like another customer.
It's refreshing to sec an extremely
casual restaurant act like you matter
for something.
Arizona Jack's also offers takeout and delivery orders on campus
(for orders S20 or more).
Overall, Arizona Jack's seems to
be the perfect place for the college
student to pick up a quick lunch and
relax with friends while still getting
your money's worth.

Woodstock '94 an unnecessary sequel
By Doug Rapp
Staff writer
Everyone's heard of
Woodstock. The hippies running
around rural New York, LSD,
Jimi Hcndrix, etc., etc..
Perhaps you've heard of
Woodstock '94, a two-day fest of
music modeled after the original
Woodstock held 25 years ago.
In 1969, droves of people
showed up to witness a legendary
concert with performances from
Jimi Hcndrix, Santana, Joan
Bacz. the Who, Crosby, Stills &
Nash, Arlo Guthrie and Joe
Cocker.
It seems today's generation is
ready to experience the same
shindig their parents did, but as
Bob Dylan said "the times they
arc a-changin.'"

The line-up for Woodstock '94
is surprisingly diverse but borders
on the absurd.
Imagine, if you will, original
Woodstock performer Joe Cocker
joining Alice in Chains on stage for
a moving rendition of "Angry
Chair." Bob Dylan lending a hand
to that Cypress Hill classic, "Insane
in the Brain." Crosby, Stills &
Nash providing back-up vocal
harmonics for that Nine Inch Nails
gem, "Head Like a Hole." Imagine
Johnny Cash's sparse country
sound augmenting Mciallica's
timeless classic,"Crccping Death."
Richie Havens adding a new
dimension to Henry Rollins
"Liar." The Neville Brothers
jamming with the Red Hot Chili
Pepper's on the unforgettable "No
Chump Love Sucker."
Yes, all the above mentioned

The hundreds of thousands of
people who flocked to the
original Woodstock were united
by peace. The audience at this
year's Woodstock will be united
by violent mosh-pits, $48 T-shirts
and virtual reality games with
drive-by shootings and
carjackings held in the parking
lot.
Maybe the organizers have
genuine interests. Maybe they
want to provide a chance for
today's generation to experience
the same communion held 25
years ago.
But, then again, maybe when
Woodstock's 25th anniversary
came rolling around, they saw
dollar sign Either way,
Woodstock is better left alone as
one of the defining moments of
the '60's. Let the '90's have their
own.

bands, (not to mention
Aerosmith, Allman Brothers,
Peter Gabriel and Spin Doctors)
will be sharing the stage at this
year's Woodstock.
The times certainly have
changed.
Just look at the bands
playing: Do you honestly know
anyone who listens to Nine Inch
Nails and also enjoys Joe
Cocker? Do you think your
average Mciallica fan will be
cheering loudly for the Neville
Brothers? Do you think those
Crosby. Stills & Nash fans will
be bubbling with excitement to
sec Cypress Hill? And how the
*S*& did Green Day land a slot
on the Woodstock roster?
So, why do we need another
Woodstock, especially with the
volatile mix of bands involved?
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EKU By-Pass Across From Pizza Hut

Mon - Sat 11-7 Sun 1-6

BUY
SELL
TRADE
new'used

CDS&
TAPES

©1 HOUR PHOTO
100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Check Our Every Day Low Prices
12 Exposure

3.72

24 Exposure

7.44

Call

36 Exposure

11.16

623-0330

C-41 Processing Only.

for fast
FREE DELIVERY!

Available at the Following Location:

minimum delivery $4.25

830 Eastern By Pass
Monday - Saturday 8 a.m. -10 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.

WAL-MART

mp-
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ONE HOUR PHOTO PROCESSING COUPONS

$2 off
One Hour Roll
Processing
• Coupons cannot be
combined with any other
special
• Coupon must accompany
order
Expires 8-30-94
Available at locations with one hour
photo lab.

11 .T.T3T.

Reprints
For

$1

I When your have your roll of film
I processed, we will make two
I custom size prints from each
I negative for the price of one.
i • Coupons cannot be
|" combined with any other
I i special
I < • Coupon must accompany
I order
I
I Expires 8-30-94
I

Bring In your favorite
negative and we will make
custom size reprints while
you shop.
• Coupons cannot be
combined with any other
special
• Coupon must accompany
order

Available al locations with one hour
~ photo lab

Available al locations wit) one hour
photo lab.

Try our Hot 8" Pizza Sub, Ham Sub,
Sausage Sub and Meatball Sub, each only
Steak Hoagies
Salads
Garlic Bread
Baked Spaghetti & Garlic Bread
Liter Drinks 99$
Frito-Lay Chips
71C
♦Prices do not include sales tax
Present this coupon for an

Extra Large 20"
Party Pizza
with 2 toppings

$3.35
$3.73
$2.12
$1.42
$4.67

Present this coupon for an

!

Medium 12"
Pizza
with your favorite topping

ONLY

ONLY

$12.22

$5.66

Expires 8-31 -94

Expires 8-31-94

Present this coupon for an

Present this coupon for an

Large 14" Pizza

Small 10" Pizza

with 2 toppings

with your favorite topping

Expires 8-30-94
ONLY

ONLY

$6.60
Expires 8-31-94

■

$4.48
Expires 8-31-94
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New to Richmond?
Don't know you're way around?
Find your way with The Back to Campus/Richmond
Guide on August 18.

Activities

Crossing the border
part of summer
for UB students
By Lorraine Shackelford

The Eastern Progress
622-1881

:

,

Contributing writer

The average
student's grade
point average
Increases from
2.65 to 3.11.

Upward Bound is an active part
of Donna Rogers' summer. She is a
17-year-old from Powell County
spending her second summer at Eastem Kentucky University.
"It gives me new opportunities,''
said Rogers.
She has studies, responsibilities,
some free time, and a lot of fun.
"The program gives us a head
start on what college is like," said
Rogers.
Milly Hubbard, director of the
program, says their goal is to expose
the students to educational and cultural experiences that might be out of
their reach.
They are entertained with pool
parties, cook-outs, dances and trips.
The students participate in the Kentucky Morning Series—taking a lour
of Kentucky to see what their surroundings are.
Last year the students visited
Chicago and such attractions visited
on the tour were the Science Center,
Shcdd Aquarium, Chicago Cubs
game, the Sears Tower, the Trade
Center, and they sampled the traditional Chicago-style pizza.
Later this month, the students will
travel to Canada.
Upward Bound was developed in
1965, during President Lyndon B.
Johnson's term, to he Ipdisadvantagcd
students. Upward Bound is national
organization serving designated counties in each state.
Eastern Kentucky University
started its Upward Bound program in
1966 with students enrolled from
Madison and eight other surrounding
counties.

To qualify for Upward Bound, a
student must be a first generation college student, show college potential,
be from a lower-income household
and be in the 9th or 10th grade.
"We have had 131 students for the
last two years. The Upward Bound
staff gets involved with their students.
We know everything going on in their
lives; we know their parents,'' said
Lonnie Hughes, academic coordinator.
The students live in college dorms
and lake college preparatory courses.
"We get to meet a lot of people
dial we wouldn't have met. We have
new opportunities," said Nikki
Burnell.a 17-year-old from Madison
County.
Eight counselors supervise the students 24 hours a day. "They are closer
than some parents. If they have any
complaint, it is too much supervision,'* said Hughes.
Part of the counselors' responsibility is to find out what career choices
students arc interested in, gather information on their selections, and
assist them with Ailing out financial
aid forms.
English instructor Darren Norton
asked his class why they were willing to give up summers at home relaxing to be a part of Upward Bound.

Sondheim,
Annie Dillard
part of summer
calendar

■ The Presbyterian Church Book
Discussion Group will meet at 7 p.m.
Thursday, July 28 to discuss Annie
Dillard's "Pilgrim at Tinker Creek".
The group will meet at the First PrcsbyterianChurch on Main, Street. Visitors are welcome and refreshments
will be served.

Dr. Marion Roberts
Optometrist
623-6643
205 1/2 Geri Lane
Richmond
Mon.. Tues., Thurs., Frt.,9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Wed. & Sat. 8 a.m.-noon

Progross/JAY ANGEL
Upward Bound Michelle Ashcraft works on a story for a summer
newspaper In a class.

They responded with "why not?"
They get paid to learn (SSO monthly),
arc advised about planning for college, take field trips, and get to meet
members of the opposite sex.
According to information provided by the Upward Bound program,
the average student's grade point average increases from 2.65 to 3.11 after
the program. Ninety percent of the

■ The Department of Speech and
Theater presents the Stephen
Sondheim musical revue, "You're
Gonna Love Tomorrow," July 20-23.
The shows startatSp.m.atGifford
Theater in the Campbell Building.
Tickets arc S6 and arc on sale in the
(i11 lord Box Office. Box office hours
arc noon-4 p.m. Monday-Friday and

students go on to higher education.
Many students graduate with honors
and receive prestigious scholarships.
Hughes said that he gets self gratification from the program through
seeing the students feel good about
themselves. "You sec it every day
dealing with people's lives, the motivation, they feel good about themselves," said Hughes.

Saturday, July 23. Reservations may
be made by calling 606-622-1323.

Medical Cards Welcome
Credit Approval
Member of the Kentucky Optometric Association
Your Eye Care Professional
•Colored Soft
Contact Lenses
•Disposable Contact
Lenses

•Dally & Extended
Wear Soft Lenses
•Soft Bifocal Contact
Lenses

•Visual Training & Dyslexia Problems
•Sports Vision
•Visual Examination for Eyeglasses

- LEARN BARTENDING
1 -2 week course
Day or evening classes
Job placement

Lexington

BARTENDING
SCHOOL

269-6060

1 54 Patchen Drive - Suite 97 « Lexington,KY
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WAL* MART

TIRE & LUBE EXPRESS

^*±s

511 Eastern By-Pass
624-2839

LUBE EXPRESS

Buy One Platter
Buy One Taco
i
Get One
i Salad Get One
<
FREE
'
FREE

i
■

i

Please present coupon before ordering. ■
Limit one per customer
(Richmond only)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

!

!

Please present coupon before ordering.
Limit one per customer.
(Richmond only)

**S***W****S**w*S*«*

I

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Up to 5 quarts oil
Install new oil filter
Lubricate chassis
Check & fill washer fluid
Check & fill transmission fluid
Check & fdl power steering fluid
Check & fill brake fluid
Check & fill differential fluid

Check air filter
Check belts & hoses
Check wiper blades
Check tires & inflate to r^roperptessure]
Vacuum interior
Wash exterior windshield
Check headlights & signal lights

$

WASH
Limit one per customer. Not good
with any other coupon or discount

1st Tanning Visit

16

74*

EVERYDAY
$16.74 everyday using Quaker State 5W30 or 10W30
' Does not include synthetic oils
1

(Top Loaders Only)

NO APPOINTMENT
NEEDED!

WAL-MART TIRE & LUBE EXPRESS

■i
i

■

■
VALUABLE COUPON
SS?or WAL-MART TIRE & LUBE EXPRESS $2 off

Computerized Maytag Equipment • SonnenBraune Tanning Beds

"We really do want your
business!"

$2 off 15 point Lube Express
Coupon redeemable only at Wal-Mart
Tire & Lube Express

Fink Flamingo
Laundry & Tanning Co.
620 Big Hill Ave
623-0076

WAL* MART
TIRE & LUBE EXPRESS
B; Pass Richmond

7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. Mon-Sai
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sun

624-2706
Mol)

Please chp and bring this coupon

»

S.I|

H .1111 l<> 7p.m.

am lu 5 p n>

Not negotiable for cash
Limit 1 per customer

i

WAL-MART'S AUTOMOTIVE POLICY - It is our
I endeavor to satisfy all customers. Wal-Mart retains the
right to decline any service, whether advertised or not,
where an automobile has related worn parts, which in WalMart's sole discretion would serve to create or continue an
unsafe or unsatisfactory condition the customer may sign a
written waiver of the replacement of such needed parts.
Wal-Mart retains the right to accept or decline any such
waiver, or to refuse such service.
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Offense key to OVC crown

■ Losses to NFL,
gpa hurt defense
By Mary Ann Lawrence
Sports co-editor

Despite several crucial losses to
the program. Eastern's football coach
Roy Kidd is optimistic about the 1994
Colonel season.
"Offensively we've got all the
same people back," Kidd said. "We've
got veterans back there on the line,
and that's a big plus for us."
Offensively, the Colonels are expected to be strong in the running
back and fullback positions, but a bit
shaky at wide receiver.
"We lost some good wide receivers this year, and we'll be young and
inexperienced there," Kidd said."But,
we still have Dialleo Burks. He's a
good one."
Also, the team took a major hit
with the losses of Leon Brown, who
went to the New York Giants, and
fellow senior Mike Penman.
Both men were outstanding runners and sophomores Robert Bouldin,
Eric Clay and William Murrcll have a
big hole to Till.
"We fumbled the ball a little bit in
the spring, and we can't get the job
done fumbling the ball," Kidd said.
Kidd expects the quarterback position to be solid with returning sophomore Greg Couch and senior Penn
State transfer John Sacca.
"The only problem I foresee at
quarterback is keeping them happy,"
Kidd said. "Everybody likes to play,
and I don't like to substitute quarterbacks."
"Offensively, if ourtailbackscomc
through and our wide receivers come
on, thcrc'sno reason why we shouldn't
be able to put points on the board," he
said.
Last season, the Colonels had very
few injuries. Kidd said the key to this
season will be to again, stay healthy
and improve their quickness on defense.
Kidd admits that the Colonel defensive line has him a little concerned.

Fall Schedule
Sept. 1
Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

at Western Ky.
Samford
at Youngstown St.
at Austin Peay
Murray State
Southeast Mo.
at Tennessee Tech
Tennessee St.
at UT Martin
at Middle Term.
Morehead

"I think we could put four people
down that has had experience, but
they don't run as well as some kids
we've had in the past," he said.
Kidd expressed concern about facing a passing and running team, because of the lack of experience on the
defensive line.
"I love their work habits and their
attitude," he said, "but somebody
needs to rise to the occasion — a
Brat/ke needs to rise up there."
At linebacker, the Colonels will
return senior Carlos Timmons, sophomores Matt Johnson and Victor
Hyland and junior Emerson Wells,
who will have knee surgery this summer.
"These kids are hard-working and
aggressive and they can run," Kidd
said.
Sophomore Bob Head, junior Joe
Smith and sophomore Chris Guyton
will return to the secondary, but the
other corner is a big question mark
according to Kidd.
"The guy that I thought would
play there didn't make it academically and that is James Hayncs," Kidd
said. "That's two years of experience
gone in a key situation."
Junior Marc Collins will takeover
as punier, following the exit of Tim
McNamce to the Arizona Cardinals.
Collins will also serve as place-k kker.
"Marc did both in the spring and
he did well," Kidd said. "I think he
can do it"
Despite setbacks and losses, Kidd
expects to be ready for Western, Sept.

Baseball distant 2nd
to soccer's absurdity
And we thought our national pastime was crazy.
It seems like everyday somebody
is charging the mound or beaning a
hitler.
It's just as bad off the field, loo, as
fans are constantly criticizing players
for striking out or for making an error
that cost his team a game.
But when it comes to soccer, baseball takes a back scat to true craziness.
When Bill Buckner let a ball go
through his leg which ultimately led
to Boston's World Series failure, he
was able to play again. And Mitch

Matt
McCarty
Base Line
why he hit a slow grounder to short
rather than a lowering home run.
Maybe that's what is wrong with
America's game.
Baseball players lack the passion
for their sport expressed by soccer
players, because, to baseball players,

Williams is still alive and well.

File photo
The Colonels are looking to Improve on last season's conference
championship with the addition of Penn State trr nsfer John
Sacca. EKU opens up In six weeks at Western.
I down in Hilltoppcr country.
"They have a veteran team down
there." he said. "They'll be good this
year and we have to play them down
there at their place, so that makes it
even tougher."
The Colonels will face the traditional powerhouses of the Ohio Valley Conference, Tennessee Tech and
Middle Tennessee State, on the road.
In fact, the team will only play five
home games this season.

"I have never been a coach who
thinks you can't win on the road,"
Kidd said. "If we prepare well and go
in motivated, we can win."
Kidd also stressed the importance
of the first three games in the success
of the season.

"The first three games arc key,"
he said.
,
"We need to get off to a great start
at Western to ensure a successful season."

But when Andres Escobar accidentally scored an own goal (scoring
for the other learn) and his team was
beat by the United States, his team's
chances of winning the World Cup
were gunned down.
And so was Escobar.
He was pumped full of bullets
after Columbia became the first team
eliminated from World Cup play and
during the murder his attackers
chanted, "Thanks for the own goal."
Unfortunately for soccer fans
around the world, this incident is not
the exception, but the norm.
No matter where soccer goes, violence follows.
In baseball, the only firing range a
player receives after a bad game is in
the locker room where he must face a
dozen or so reporters wondering why
he didn't rob a guy of a home run or

it's just a game, not a life or death
situation.
Perhaps Americans need to rise
up with the same passion to put fear
into pampered players who are threatening a strike for bigger salaries. Perhaps we must let them know to en is
inhuman. A third baseman flubs a
grounder? Cane him. A DH put in to
score the winning run strikes out?
The electric chair.
Sound absurd.
Well, it is and so is gunning down
a human being for messing up in a
soccer match.
In America, we often do less lo
murderers and rapists.
Is soccer really that much more
important? No!
And I can only thank God that I
live in America instead of Columbia
and that our national pastime is baseball, not soccer.

A^mqrizeThK
Combination.
HaataS" +

Big Dduxe Burger, Med Fries &
MedSoftDrink$2.99^

J

Come into Hardees; and get a Big Dduxe'Buiga; Medoimlro and Medium Soft
Drinkforjust $2.99plustax. Yougaadelkirjus,juk#HorrieSr^
gokimuTesandardnshingdrink. Not only do you enjoy Real Food, you also enjoy
tealsavings. WhynotstopbyHarrJees.? Irs a meal^ won't srjon form.

Hadeer

Are You Ready For Some RealFood!.

Fill in the blank:

520 Eastern By-Pass • lty7£outh Keeneland Dr.
owned and operated by Revel Enterprises. Inc.

• to announce your business to 17,000 new students, call Monica
before July 15.
• to suggest a story for our first issue, call Doug.
August 18, 1994. . . The Back to Campus/Richmond Guide. . .to inform
you of who you need to know and how to get where you need to go.
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Sports
SPORTS BRIEFS
Calhoun inks roundball recruits
Coach Mike Calhoun has announced the signing of
several recruits for the men's basketball team.
Freshman Aaron Cecil from Louisville Trinity is a6foor, 7-inch, 215-pound forward who won honorable
mention All-State honors his senior year while averaging
17.8 points and 8.8 rebounds.
An Academic All-State team selection for four years.
Cecil plans to major in wildlife management or biology
Another forward prospect is freshman Warren Stukes,
a 6-foot, 6-inch Charlotte, N.C., resident IJe averaged
16.4 points and 10.3 rebounds forWcst Charlotte Senior
High School last year.
Among several junior college players joining the Colonels in the fall will be 6-foot, 9-inch Terrence Harris of
St. Louis Community College at Forest Park. Last season
he averaged 17.2 points and pulled down 11.3 rebounds
per game.
.

Colonels double up on Dosses
Women's basketball Larry Joe Inman has announced
the signing of Laphclia Doss, the younger sister of

DcMarcus Doss, a starter and dunking sensation for the
men's team.
Laphelia Doss, a 5-foot, 10-inch forward, averaged
13.7 points and 12.6 rebounds her senior year at FranklinSimpson High School.
DcMarcus said that he and his sister grew up playing on
a little goal in the backyard. "I think I can help her adjust
to college since I've been through it a couple of years,'* he
said.
Inman also announced the signing of 6-foot, 2-inch
post player from Bacone Junior College in Oklahoma
Julie Hayncs, a native of Enid. Okla., scored 22.1 points
and grabbed 13.3 rebounds last season.

Track star Amy Clements and tennis standout Ann
Carlson have received national Ail-American selections
to the-GTE/CoSIDA At-Large teams.
First-team selection Clements, who will be entering
her senior year this fall, is a native of Erlangcr and has
compiled a 3.98 in physical education. She is a two-time
OVC cross country champion.
Carl son, who earned a 3.91 in accounting while placing
fifth at the OVC Tournament, was a third-team selection
•■■■I
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Ky's Largest Health & Fitness Corporation

Students Spring
into Summer with a
$14 enrollment fee.
•Super Circuit Training
•Reebok Step Aerobics
•Life Cycles
•33 Aerobic Classes a Week
'Diet Programs

•Free Weights
•Tanning Beds
•Kid's Playroom
•Life Steps
•Indoor Track

629 Eastern By-Pass

624-0100

LITTLE PROFESSOR
BOOK CENTER

The
Eastern
Progress
Advertisers

"WE HELP FIND THE BOOKS YOU LOVE"
•BOOKS FOR ALL MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY
• SPECIAL ORDERS « PHONE ORDERS
• BIBLES S INSPIRATIONAL BEST SELLERS
•GIFT CERTIFICATES
•FREE GIFT WRAPINQ
MOM - SAT 10AM - 9PM
•WIDE SELECTION OF MAGAZINES
SUN 1230PM - 6PM
428 RICHMOND MALL
RICHMOND KY 40475

623-0522

New Webster's Collegiate Dictionary
10th Edition available

Clements, Carlson continue
to rack up academic honors
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Baseball
Card Show
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
July 15,16 & 17
Kids & Collectors - don't miss this chance
I to add to your collection! Visit over 40 booths.
browse and enjoy the biggest selection of
baseball cards in central Kentucky!

Richmond

MALL

830 EKU By-P.ii*
Richmond Ky
G06-623-2111

SCHDSTAK

Allied Sporting Goods A6
Apollo's Pizza A8
Bank One A3
Bodean's Tattoos A5
Cast From The Past A4
Classifieds Al 2
Cottage Hearth
Apartments A6
Domino's Pizza A5
Dr. Roberts. Optomotiist ,\«
Fazoli's A4
Ford's Fitness Al 1
Hall's on the River A5
Hardee's A10
Iron Works A4
JC Penney Styling A6
Klnko's Copies A12
Krazy KartsA12
Lexington Bartending
School A9
Lexington Road Shell Mart Al
Little Professor Bookstore AI I
Madison Co. Crisis Center Aa
Madison Optical A6
NuWave Hair Salon A5
Oceanfront Tanning Salon At.
PC Systems A4
Pink Flamingo A9
Recordsmlth A8
Regis Styling Salon A4
Richmond Mall Al 1
Sera-Tec A12
Subway A6
Super One Foods Al 1
Taco's Too A9
Total Body Tanning Salon A6
University Book & Supply A6
Video Productions A5
Walmart. automotive A9
Walmart, photo A8

'.'ALL HOURS
it 10-9
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We have everything you want...
24 hours a day.
THERE'S A BUTCHER. A real butcher who will
custom cut your meat just the way you want it The good
old-fashioned way. Of course, there are cases and cases
of pre-cut and packaged meats, too, for quick service.
But anyway we cut it, it's the best choice in town.

HERE'S SOMETHING FISHY. We've got the best
catch in the town. Shrimp and fish of many varieties. So
why fish around from store to store and waste all that
time and money. Land what you need right here at Super
1 Foods.

THERE'S A BAKER. And he bakes everything you
love. Breads, cakes, and all the rest. All baked daily,
using only the freshest ingredients. And many of our
bakery products are made with low cholesterol vegetable
shortening.

FARM FRESH PRODUCE. At Super 1 Foods we've
always got more. More fresh fruits. More fresh vegetables. More exotic varieties. Nobody beats Super 1
Foods selection. Or our prices. And that's sure to save
you lots of green.

THERES' EVEN A PIZZA MAKER. Just like the
kind you'll find in a real pizzeria. But you'll find ours in
the Super 1 Foods deli. Along with imported cheeses,
gourmet meats and salads. All the great tastes of faraway
places. Right here at home. All waiting for you at Super
1 Foods.

IT'S ALL HERE. National brands. Genetics. Canned
goods. Dry goods. Specialty foods. In fact. Super 1
Foods carries over 24,000 items. And all at the lowest
prices. So why waste time and money driving all over
town? Everything you need is here. All in one place.

Super low prices

Super JjFoods
Coupon

Hyde Park
16 oz. loaf
Old Fashion Bread

FREE
with coupon
Limit 1 per coupon
Limit 1 per person
Expires August 31,1994

#813

Super Jl
Super 1
co

s

449 Eastern Bypass • Richmond, Ky.
OPEN 24 HOURS EVERYDAY

McDonalds
EKU Bypass
\

We welcome USDA Food Stamps and W1C and proudly accept Visa and Mastercard.
Offer Good Jury 12 through August 31,1994. Limit Rights Reserved. Reasonable Family Limits. None sold to dealers.
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Library construction
reaching completion
By Doug Rapp
Stall writer

The Crabbe Library Expansion
Project has met 80 percent of its
fundraising goal of 5200,000 with
S156,345 raised to dale for the expansion and renovation of the Crabbe
Library.
As part of the expansion, the University Building will be adjoined to
the library.
Lana Carries, associate director of
dc vclopmcni, stated that the retired faculty had inct their goal of $25,500 and
the student fundraising was just $634
short of their $30,000 goal.
In addition to the campus campaign, a community-wide campaign
will be launched to raise in excess of
SI million for the library.
Dr. Joseph Schwendcman, vice
president lor administrative affairs.

stated that the expansion and renovation of the library was on schedule
with a few minor setbacks.
"As you're starting to wrap things
up, you find little problems here and
there and we're still anticipating, despite these minor unexpected occurrences, we should be available for the
fall," Schwendeman said.
That does not mean the library
will be fully operational. There's still
the moving of the people in and they Ml
have to get organized."
Schwendeman added that the two
lower floors of the University Building, which will be adjoined to the library, have classrooms scheduled to be
operational for the start of the semester.
The library construction is being
handled by Monarch Construction
Company, who arc overseeing 12 other
contractors handling different areas
of the construction.

Grand jury refuses to indict
in Myers' case
Continued from front page
was aware of the extent of the personal injury or the fact this was the
last of several outbursts displayed by
this individual in the short time he was
enrolled at Eastern Kentucky University."
Now, six months after the incident, and after several visits to courts
and doctors. Dr. Myers has under-

RAPE:

Charges made
by 13-year-old
dismissed
Continued fromtront page

KEEP UP WITH YOUR FAVORITE
EKU COLONEL THIS FALL.

Marshall, said, "Basically, it was a
question of age. There was no dispute
that the sex was consensual."
Marshall said he plans to return to
EKU after completing basic training
for the Army Reserves. He said. "I'm
just glad it's over."

SUBSCRIBE TO THE CAMPUS NEWSPAPER
FOR
CAMPUS NEWS, SPORTS
& ACTIVITIES.

gone corrective surgery to his shoulder, which he said was a result of the
dispute.
Peebles and his family have moved
to another town, another result of the
dispute between he and Myers.
"This has caused my family a lot
of grief, and it has caused my wife and
I our education," said Peebles.
Peebles was sent before the Disciplinary Council to determine what
action would be taken as a result of his
al leged attack on Myers. He responded
to the Council's decision by calling it
a "Kangaroo Court."
Dr. Myers, in response to this
whole ordeal, said, "The University
has, and will continue establishing
programs and procedures to insure
the safely of our employees and students."
The girl, who met Dudley in November 1993, was enrolled in a Minority College Awareness Program
which met on Eastern's campus, but
which was administered by the University of Kentucky toencourage African-American students to go on to
secondary education.
Dr. Lorctia Bycrs, UK's director
of the program, said that more precautions would be taken when the
program resumes in August with the
way students arc brought onto campus.
Byers added that the girl was not
on campus for the MCAP at the time
of one of the incidents when the girl
and a friend apparently sneaked up to
Dudley's room.

Wedding Photography Available.
Nteholasvllla: Lexington, Richmond
area. Reasonable rates. Call Jay at
299-5152.
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Get help
through the Progress
Classifieds. 622-1881.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Episcopal Church of Our Saviour
Fr. Phillip Haug, Vicar. 623-1226
2323 Lexington Road (.8 mi NW of I75)
Sun. Worship: 8:30 ft 10 am

For Information about placing

church Information In the
Progress church directory,
call Anne Norton or Monica
Keeton at 622-1881.

B APTIST CHURCH '
SundajrSchDBl l»AU
SunfrrltorrwgWonrip 10.45 AM
SundayEoning fcJOPM
WiftnSajD nil Pin 7A0PU
MfMcayYouftBtatSkx* eaopu

4fc^P

Dr. Dennis Brewer -Pastor
John Francs - Minster Of Music

"Jesus Christ Our Foundation, Our Focus, Our Future

624-94641
1290

M.

NEED $20 TODAY?
♦New donors and 90 day inactive receive
$20 for your first visit*
Make life-saving plasma donations at our FDA licensed facility
•Safe, sterile procedure
•All equipment is disposable
•You CAN NOT get AIDS by donating

NAME
ADDRESS

•IMMEDIATE CASH PAYMENT*

I
• ■
I Send $30 lor the year. Subscription starts with August 18
'
i issue.

'

Garage-side
service. Will
wash & wax
your car at
your home.
$9. Call Dan
at 623-0213.

FOR RENT
One furnwh«d bedroom with all
utilities in private home tor
non-smoking mature student or
professional. Close to EKU.
Can 624-1478 after 5 pm.

SERA-TEC BIOLIGICALS

The Eastern Progress
622-1881

292 South Second St. • Richmond, KY 40475
call 624-9815 for hours

Welcome back to lecture
halls, all-nighters, pizza

Open 7 days a week, Kinko's provides everything you need to
meet tough deadlines. Except the energy.
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TUDENT blSCOQH CARD!
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Please care to Kinko's and present your student I.D. card to receive your
complimentary Kinko's Discount Card. Present this card at time of purchase to receive a 20% discount on our wide range of products and services, including: B&W and Color Copies, Computer Rental Time,Laser
Prints, FAX Service, Greeting Cards, Binding, Office Supplies & lots more.
Discount applies to all regularly priced products.
Cardholder must have
\alid STUDENT I.D. to receive discount.

kinko^s
\bur branch office
i_.

Located at Richmond Mall.
Fax 606-623-9588
_ Store 606-624-0237.
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